
fntroduction
qhank you for choosing pCfbu to supply your system. te are pleased to bring you pCfbu lp
N.S.NM that supports the bcho® jp pystemI which includes a pCfbu qriple nuadqj SRMMH pystem
and the bcho® jp jodule.

qhis document describes features in the software. te recommend that users keep these release
notes for reference as they become familiar with the software.

koteW qhe numbers in parentheses are reference numbers for each issue or feature in the pCfbu
internal tracking system.

kew in sersion NKSKNM
pCfbu lp N.S.NM supports the bcho® jp pystemI consisting of a pCfbu qriple nuadqj SRMMH
pystem and an bcho® jp jodule. qhe following software features have been added to support
this configurationW

• Ab jethod workspaceW fn this workspaceI users can create and modify acoustic ejection
methods. then an bcho® jp jodule is configuredI the iC jethod tile is replaced with the
Ab jethod tile on the eome page.
A new column in the _atch workspace allows the user to select an Ab method when creating
a batch. An Ab jethod column is also shown in the nueue workspace.

• pupport for nuadrupole-mode pcan qypesW fn the jp jethod workspaceI users can create
methods that use the nN jpI nN multiple ionI nP jpI nP multiple ionI jojI product fonI
precursor ionI and neutral loss scan types. oefer to the Software rser duide.

• jarker tell ColumnW then an bcho® jp jodule is configuredI this column is shown in the
_atch workspace. ft can be used to align the timing file with the first well.

• mlate iayout aialog for the bcho® jp joduleW qhis new dialog in the _atch workspace helps
the user create a batch for the bcho® jp pystem.
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kotes on rse and hnown fssues

kotes on rse
• fn the petup tizard and the tindows mrograms and ceatures control panelI the software

version number is incorrectly shown as N.S instead of N.S.NM. qo verify that the correct version
of the software has been installedI open pCfbu lp and click Configuration > About.

• then performing tindows updatesI do not install optional updates because they might impact
functionality in the software. lnly install the required updates. pchedule the installation of
updates to occur when the system is not acquiring data.

• ff users do not have read permissions for the currently selected projectI then an error might
occur when they try to open pCfbu lp. Elkvu-PNPNF

• pystem performance might be slower when many workspaces are openI or when large numbers
of transitions are being processed. Elkvu-OPONF

• then the user opens a batch that was created in an earlier version of pCfbu lpI the fnjection
solume field is not automatically populated. qhe user must click each iC jethod field in the
batch. Elkvu-OVSTF

• then the user changes the iC method in a batchI the injection volume is not updated with the
value from the new iC method. qhe user must delete the injection volume values and then
select the new iC method again. Elkvu-OVSSF

• then a batch startsI pCfbu lp stops installation of tindows rpdatesI tindows aefender
virus scans Etindows NMFI and pymantec bndpoint virus scans Etindows TF. pchedule updates
and virus scans to occur at times when data acquisition is not occurring.

• qo avoid performance issues or data corruptionI do not perform any computer maintenance
proceduresI such as defragmentation or disk cleanupI during sample acquisition.

• Ebcho® jp pystemsF then an jp method is createdI the ppray soltage defaults to QRMM s.

koteW te recommend that a value of RMMM s or less be usedI to maximize the life span of the
open port interface ElmfF electrode assembly.

• Ebcho® jp pystemsF salues entered in the fnjection solume column in the _atch workspace
do not replace the ejection volume specified in the Ab method.

• Ebcho® jp pystemsF pamples are ejected and analyzed in the mass spectrometer in a sequence
optimized for throughput. qhey are not analyzed in the order in which they are listed in the
batch. eoweverI data is output as it is sequenced in the batch.
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• ff the ClearCoreO service is interrupted during network acquisition then the partial sample data
for the sample under acquisition at the time of the interruption will not be written to the data file.
ff it is interrupted during local acquisition the partial sample data will be written to the data file
but will be marked as corrupt.

• rse one of the following methods to view data in real-time in the bxplorer workspace while
acquiring to a network resourceW

• lpen the aata Acquisition panel at the bottom of the pCfbu lp window.

• fn the nueue workspaceI open the sample being acquired by double-clicking it.

koteW ff the sample is left open in the bxplorer workspaceI a ?cile not found message? is
shown after the sample has been moved to the network resource.

Eap-NUTP F

• aata files created in pCfbu lp N.S.NM cannot be opened in previous versions of pCfbu lp.
eoweverI data acquired in pervious versions of pCfbu lp can be opened in pCfbu lp N.S.NM.

• aata files created in the pCfbu lp N.S.NM cannot be appended to data files acquired in
pCfbu lp version N.P.N or earlier. Eap-NVPNF

• then specifying a new oesults file for a sample in the _atch workspaceI make sure to also
specify a processing method. ff no processing method is specifiedI then the mrocessing jethod
column in the nueue workspace will contain Gbmbedded jethodG and automatic processing
fails. Elkvu-QUSQF

• then specifying a oesults file in an Analyst aata pathI the user cannot create a subfolder. qhe
user must select an existing folder. Elkvu-QVSOF

• ff a user does not have permissions to access bxplorerI then the user cannot open the Calibration
report from the nueue torkspace. Elkvu-PQMNF

• jultinuantqj poftware files EqmethodI qsessionI and csetF cannot be opened or used in the
Analytics workspace of pCfbu lp. eoweverI jultinuantqj poftware methods that have been
exported to a text file can be imported into the Analytics workspace.

• qhe software does not use the selected regression parameter EArea or eeightF to calculate the
ion ratio for a component. qhe software uses the regression parameter defined for the first
component in the oesults qable to calculate ion ratio for all components in the table. Ejn-RRQSF

• qhe Apply to torkstation button is active even though the current audit map template is
applied to the workstation. qo determine which audit map template is currently applied to the
workstationI open the Audit qrail workspace. Elkvu-PQMMF
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deneral fssues
aescriptionfssue

Close and then open the method.then the user opens an jp methodI the
mrint button is not available. EACn-PPMNF

lpen pCfbu lp again.ff pCfbu lp is installed on a computer
configured for a language other than
bnglishI then an error is shown the first
time that pCfbu lp is opened. E_iq-UVOF

aevices fssues
aescriptionfssue

qhe status of the coupling fluid pump will show that it
is turned off. Also visually inspect the transparent
coupling fluid bottle to make sure that the flow has
stopped before changing the coupling fluid.

then the pump is stoppedI the coupling
fluid pump shows the last pump speed
instead of indicating zero. Elmm-OTSF

_efore purgingI start a valid jp method with fon
source gas N set to VM psi before purging.

ff the mass spectrometer is in the fdle
stateI then the bcho® jp jodule cannot
be purged. Elmm-OVMF

qhe uRMM nqlc and nqoAm® SRMMH pystems and
the calibrant delivery system and contact closure
options are not supported in pCfbu lp N.S.NM. qhe
only supported mass spectrometer is the pCfbu qriple
nuadqj SRMMH pystem.

qhe user can configure unsupported
devices and options. E_iq-NTQMF

qhis issue does not affect the functionality of the
system.

qhe bcho® jp jodule goes into cault
state in pimulation mode. Elkvu-SSVTF

qhis issue does not affect the functionality of the
system.

fn the bvent iog workspaceI the page with
bcho® jp jodule events shows as iC
rather than Ab. Elkvu-TMTRF

qhe high throughput settings are not currently
supported.

Agilent iCW eigh throughput settings are
not supported in the autosampler.
EACn-ROVF
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aescriptionfssue

ff a sub-device is turned off prior to sample
submissionI then the phimadzu iC goes to ptandby
state even though the status should be cault. ff the
user attempts to submit the batch to the queue againI
then the first sample is submitted but fails immediately
because the iC goes to cault state and the sample
becomes corrupted. ff this issue occursI then reset
the computer and restart the software.

phimadzu iCW fncorrect device status is
shown when the device is recovering.
EACn-NQNMF

ff the user opens the airect Control device and then
clicks Clear brror when the iC is in cault stateI then
the device recovers but the status in the software still
indicates a fault. qo clear this errorI click ptandby in
the status panel.

phimadzu iCW qhe device traffic light does
not update from cault state when an error
is recovered through airect Control.
EACn-NQOMF

qo make sure that the system works correctlyI either
turn off the devices or turn on the devices to match
the activated devices list.

qhe iC method does not run correctly if
the devices that are turned on and
connected do not match the devices in the
activated device list. EACn-NTNSLOMSOF

qhe expected duration of the batch might be longer
than anticipated. qo avoid any issuesI use a sampling
rate lower than NO.R ez.

phimadzu iCW A performance issue is
observed during running of a long batch
using the phimadzu maA at sampling rates
higher than NO.R ez. EACn-OMPTF

qhis occurs when polarity is set to negative in the iC
method rs detector section. qo avoid any issuesI use
the positive setting for the polarity field.

phimadzu iCW fnverted rs data is
acquired during acquisition with two rs
channels. EACn-OMQOF

qhe pressure drop occurs when the injection loop is
switched into the flow path. qhe pressure is sampled
every R secondsI so the pressure drop might not
appear every time the injection loop is switched. qhis
issue has no impact on performance.

After processing several samplesI the
pressure graph shows the pressure
dropping to M brieflyI before returning to
its original pressure. EACn-OMQPF

ff this issue occursI then click ptandby to recover the
device.

Agilent iCW auring equilibrationI if the user
aborts the sampleI then the Agilent iC
might go to a cault state. EACn-ONQOF

ff this issue occursI then click ptandby to return the
iC to oeady state.

Agilent iCW Agilent iC shows a cault state
even when the sub-devices have
recovered from a fault and are in oeady
state. EACn-ONQQF
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aescriptionfssue

qo avoid this issueI make sure that the value in the
ptop qime field for the iC method duration is the
longest time that the iC method must run.

then the duration of a gradient table for
an iC pump or column oven temperature
table in an iC method is longer than the
duration of the jp methodI then the iC
devices will stop running when the jp
method duration expires. EACn-ONSTL
OMUUF

qo avoid any issuesI make sure that the correct
parameters are used for the maA device.

phimadzu and bxioniC iCsW qhe maA
default parameters are different depending
on how the iC method is accessed.
EACn-ONTSF

qhis is an issue with the Agilent iC. qo avoid this
issueI manually type the flow rateI using a comma as
the decimal separator.

Agilent iCW qhe comma is ignored as a
decimal separator when the flow rate in
the iC gradient grid is copied. EACn-ONVNF

qo avoid this issueI clear the fault in the deviceI then
deactivate and reactivate the Agilent devices.

Agilent iCW qhe cault state is not reflected
correctly if the devices are in cault state
during device activation. EACn-ONVRF

fn some casesI when devices are added manuallyI
the qest device function fails. qo avoid this issueI
use Autoconfig to add devices.

fn some casesI devices cannot be added
manually. EACn-PMNQF

ff the bthernet cable is disconnected during
acquisitionI then the acquisition stops and the system
goes to cault state. After the bthernet cable is
connected againI if the user attempts to run another
acquisitionI then the acquisition completes and the
real time display stops updatingI but the system
remains in oun state. ff this issue occursI then
reactivate the device profile.

qhe system remains in oun state after
recovery from jp communication loss
during acquisition. EjpCp-QPOF

qhis issue occurs when a sample vial is missing if one
or both of the following options is selectedW
• ff a sample is missingI then proceed to the next

sample on the nueue pettings page.

• fgnore missing vessel on the airect Control
dialog.

ff neither of these options is selectedI then the system
goes to cault state and the sample fails.

qo avoid this errorI clear both of these optionsI and
then make sure that all vials are present.

Agilent iCW ff a sample vial is missingI then
the system fails to acknowledge the
missing vial and injects air. Elkvu-QUQVF
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aescriptionfssue

Apex and All in meak spectrum mode are not
supported. rse a different mode.

oeal-time aAa data from the Agilent
dTNON_ NOSM fnfinity ff cia ppectra
module is not recorded when spectrum
mode is set to Apex or All in meak.
Elkvu-QVVUF.

ff pignal A bxcitation is set to wero lrderI then set the
mjq dain to S or less.

qhe system remains in ioading or
bquilibrating state when a Agilent dTNON_
NOSM fnfinity ff cia ppectra module is
being used if the pignal A bxcitation is set
to wero lrder and the photo-multiplier
EmjqF dain is set to greater than S.
Elkvu-QVVVF

jp jethod torkspace fssues
aescriptionfssue

ff this issue occursI then update the parametersI as
required. pome parameters become unavailable if
they are not required for the new ion source or probe.

qhe software does not save the required
parameters when switching from an open
method to another method after the ion
source or probe is changed. EACn-OOSOF

paveI closeI and open the method again.cor joj eo methodsI retention time is
not validated when the jethod duration
is changed. E_iq-VSNF

Although the user interface is not updatedI the correct
parameters are used and reflected in the file
information.

qhe jp jethod workspace does not
update to show the correct information
when running the calibrant. Elkvu-NRRSF

tait about N minute for the print dialog to open.fn the jp jethod and iC jethod
workspacesI the print dialog does not
openI or is delayed. Elkvu-PQNOF
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Acquisition fssues
aescriptionfssue

qoggle the plate style in the mlate iayout dialog to
refresh the dialog.

qhe mlate iayout in the _atch workspace
is not updated to match the plate type in
an imported csv file. Elmm-OVRF.

jake sure that the mobile phase bottle contains
enough mobile phase to complete the planned
acquisitions.

then a mobile phase low warning is
triggered during acquisitionI the acquisition
fails. Elmm-OUUF

jake sure that the batch includes a valid processing
method.

ff an acquisition batch is submitted by the
Control Amf without a valid a processing
methodI then processing fails. Elmm-OUTF

ff the system encounters an irrecoverable fault or does
not automatically recover from a faultI then restart the
bcho® jp jodule in one of the following waysW
• fn the aevice Control dialogI click fntegrated

Control > oestart.
• qurn the module off and then on.

qhe system is not reinitialized after the
clearing of some faults and errors that are
triggered during intialization of acquisition.
Elmm-OTVI lmm-OUMI lmm-OUPI lmm-OUQI
lmm-OURF

qhis issue does not impact the functionality of the
system.

cor some scan typesI titles on the qfC and
ppectrum in the aata Acquisition panel
are formatted incorrectly. Eap-PNOMF

kLAthen the user stops the queue with the
option ptop after the current tasks are
completedI acquisition completesI but
processing does not start. Elkvu-SUMOF

qo delete the rowsI select themI and then right-click
and click aelete oows.

Ebcho® jp pystemF then entries are
deleted in the mlate iayout dialogI the
rows are not deleted from the _atch
workspaceI and some fields remain.

Click the pCfbu lp icon on the tindows qaskbar to
restore the pCfbu lp window.

Ebcho® jp pystemF then the user closes
the mlate iayout dialogI pCfbu lp is
minimized to the tindows qaskbar.

meak splitting is performed after data is acquired. ff a
subsequent batch is acquiring data to a file while the
system is splitting peaks written to that file during the
previous acquisitionI then a resource conflict occurs.
qo avoid this issueI write data from each batch to a
separate data file.

Ebcho® jp pystemF then consecutive
batches save data to the same data fileI
peak splitting is unsuccessfulI and
automatic processing fails. Elkvu-SVMQF
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aescriptionfssue

bdit the batch to correct the oesults cile column
contents for the affected rows.

then rows are pasted in the _atch
workspaceI if the oesults cile in the copied
row does not contain a valueI then the jp
jethod is inserted in the oesults cile
column of the pasted row. Elkvu-RMOVF

iimit the oesults file path to PMM characters or less.Automatic processing fails if the file path
for the oesults file is too long.
Elkvu-QUOTF

oesize the column or click in another cell.rser interface issues occur when a
oesults cile is being entered. qhe oesults
cile cell is not shown correctly.
Elkvu-QTVMF

qo avoid any issuesI print using the ump option
instead of macactory.

fn the _atch and nueue workspacesI
printouts using the macactory option have
the following issuesW
• oeports generated with macactory do

not include any numeric valuesI such
as method namesI sample namesI
sample fasI barcodesI and so onI
where the names are numbers.
Elkvu-OOPSF

• qhe date and time when other regional
settings are used are not shown.
EACn-OTMMF

• qhe row index is blank when only
several isolated rows are printed using
macactory. EACn-OTMNF

• mrinting reports using ump and
macactory in iandscape mode work
as expectedI but when macactory in
mortrait mode is usedI the last two
columns on the first page are omitted
and the time at which the batch is
printed is truncated and not shown in
full. EACn-NOTRF
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aescriptionfssue

ff this issue occursI then restart the software.fn the _atch workspaceI the list of
available jp and iC methods is
incomplete if the methods are copied from
a different project. EACn-ONOTF

qo avoid this issueI do not use the qab key to move
between cells. oemove the entire contents of the cell
and then re-enter the required aata cile name.

An error is shown and the batch cannot
be submitted if the aata cile name is
centered in the cell and the user presses
phift H qab to move to the next cell.
EACn-ONPRF

qo avoid this issue and clear the errorI use the airect
Control feature to start the syringe.

qhe earvard syringe pump goes to cault
state when ptandby is selected.
EACn-ONVPF

ff this issue occursI then clear the error on the iCI
and then deactivate and activate the devices.

qhe user is unable to activate the iC after
it goes to cault state. EACn-OOMTF

qo avoid this issueI do not add injection events to the
autosampler qime program table.

then a phimadzu iC is usedI the system
is unable to perform an injection if there
are injection events in the autosampler
qime program table. EACn-OOQOF

ff this issue occursI then deactivate and reactivate the
devicesI and then click ptandby.

lccasionallyI the mass spectrometer goes
to cault state and the system cannot be
recovered. EACn-OORMF

kot all of the columns shown in the rf are shown in
printouts of the method when the user does the
followingW
N. Creates an joj eo method.

O. Applies a scan schedule.

P. pelects to show the advanced parameters.

Q. paves and then prints the method.

qo avoid this issueI change the paper size to a size
larger than ietter size.

kot all of the columns shown in the rf are
printed. EACn-OSNNF

fnformation imported from an acquisition method has
a mass accuracy to two decimal places. cormulas
used to calculate mass accuracy in a processing
method produce results to four decimal places.
qhereforeI this might cause inconsistent results
between the two methods.

fnconsistent behaviour occurs during
imports from an acquisition method and
from a processing methodI resulting in
unreliable qualification results. E_iq-OUQF
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aescriptionfssue

cor enhanced batch stabilityI use the aAa in pignal
mode.

_atches fail when acquiring data with a
aAa in ppectrum mode. E_iq-VTUF

qo avoid this issueI either reduce the frequency of the
aAa acquisition or inspect the data after the
acquisition has completed.

oeal time updates for the aAa panel might
be slower than the response time chosen
in the method Eap-URPF

auring the processing of complex data during
acquisitionI a sample in the queue might be marked
as failed even though it was acquired successfully
and the queue has moved to the next sample. ff this
occursI the sample and data file are not actually
affectedI and can be used for exploring or processing.
qo refresh the queue iconsI restart pCfbu lp.

pamples in the queue might be marked
as failed even though the data is acquired
successfully. Eap-NMNSF

qo avoid any issuesI examine data post-acquisition
using the bxplorer workspace.

meak labelling is inconsistent between
utC and qtC graphs during real time
rs data acquisition. Eap-NOSOF

ff this issue occursI then restart the software.qhe aata Acquisition panel shows the
previously acquired sample. Eap-NPUQF

qhese fields have been redefined in this version of
the software. mopulate them again.

Agilent iCW then a batch created with
pCfbu lp N.O or earlier is openedI iC
informationI such as oack codeI oack
positionI and mlate codeI is missing.
Eap-ONUSF

then the AmCf probe is usedI a user message is
shown stating that the fon source gas O setting should
be a specific value. fgnore the fon source gas O
settings in the user message.

qhe fon source gas O setting is included
in a user message. EjpCp-VQPF

qhe error does not affect acquisition. rsers can cancel
the message and acquisition will continue.

An incorrect message is shown when the
probes are switched. EjpCp-VTOF

oeal time and post-acquisition data do not match when
parameters are ramped during acquisition. qo avoid
issuesI use the post-acquisition data for any analysis.

then data is rampedI the real time data
stops updating before the end of
acquisition. Elkvu-NSUOF

qo avoid any issuesI make sure that the doogle
update services Egupdate and gupdatemFI if present
on the systemI as well as tindows backupI are
disabled before running faA.

motential extra time is added to random
cycles during faA acquisition.
Elkvu-NTSQF
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Analytics torkspace fssues
aescriptionfssue

fnclude the well location in the sample name.siewing samples by name and well
location is slow. Elkvu-TQRTF

ff a batch is exported to bxcel and then the bxcel file
is opened and savedI the jarker tell property is
saved as ?qorb?. qhe import requires it to be ?qrue?.
_efore importing the batchI correct the case of the
jarker tell property.

then a batch is exported and then
importedI the jarker tell property is not
imported correctly. Elkvu-SUMPF

Acoustic data typically has peaks with a width of N
second and a retention time of N second. qhe
bxpected oq field is in units of minutesI with only two
decimal places. qhis does not provide the level of
precision required for defining the retention time
window.

lnly two decimal places are available for
defining the retention time window.
E_iq-NRTVF

qhis error occurs if the root directory for a project has
been used as a root directory for the Analyst®

poftware. qhe Analyst® poftware creates one or more
of the following files in the aefaultLmroject fnformation
folder in the root directoryW
• mrojectpettings.atd

• aefault Audit jap.cam

• mroject.atd

ff these files exist in the mroject fnformation folderI
then delete them.

kone of the oesults qables in a project
root directory will open.

aelays are observed when the user runs acquisitions
or processes data containing a large number of
experiments. qo avoid any issuesI do one of the
followingW
• oeduce the number of experiments that are being

acquired.

• oeduce the number of experiments used to
generate the oesults qable.

• Avoid generating oesults qables and acquiring
data concurrently.

oeal time updates might be delayed when
oesults qables are being created.
Eap-NMQOF
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aescriptionfssue

lpen the data in bxplore mode in the Analyst®

poftware.
cor Analyst® poftware dataI nP oesolution
is reported as jaximum for ifq scans.
Eap-OOOMF

qhe csv report is supported if the report does not
contain any graphics.

Cps does not support reports that contain
graphics or logos. Ejn-NPSNF

qhe regression settings fields are not independent of
the algorithm selected. ff the user changes a
regression setting field in one algorithmI then the
corresponding field in the other algorithms is also
changed. qo avoid any issuesI when switching
between algorithmsI users must update the regression
settings as required for the algorithm.

Changing the regression setting for one
algorithm in the mroject default page
updates the regression setting for the
other algorithm. Ejn-NPTSF

qo avoid this issueI assign names to libraries before
importing them.

An error occurs when a library without a
name is imported. Ejn-NPTVF

qhe user can manually change the bxpected oq for
each component in the group.

qhe expected retention time of an
individual component that is part of a
group Ethe rpdate oetention qime
feature is set to droupF can be changedI
resulting in inconsistent expected retention
times and retention time windows in the
group. Ejn-NRNNF

fn addition to the iibrary pearch and cormula cinder
scoresI the software uses the mass errorI isotopeI
and retention time scores to calculate the combined
score. qo avoid including these scoresI set the
weighting of each to zero.

qhe combined score is non-zero when
both the iibrary and pearch cormula
cinder scores are zero or not available.
Ejn-NRQRF

qo avoid any issuesI manually reprocess the results
based on the updated library database.

paved oesults qables are not
automatically updated when a library is
added or removed from the database.
Ejn-NSUQF

ff this issue occursI confirm retention timeI peak
qualityI and integration to determine if the compound
is a true positive.

qhe library search reports a
higher-than-expected purity score from
low quality spectra. Ejn-NSTVI jn-NTTPF

CurrentlyI only the global settings are available for
iibrary pearch.

Compound-specific acceptance criteria
are not available. Ejn-NUOOF
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aescriptionfssue

iicences for the licensed packages created with
iibrarysiew mackage _uilder N.M should be manually
copied to CWymrogram
cilesypCfbuyiibrarysiewyiibrarysiewcrameworkyperver.

iicences for licensed packages created
with iibrarysiew mackage _uilder are
saved to CWymrogram cilesyA_
pCfbuyiibrarysiewybin. Ejn-NUQTF

qhis is not an issue and the software is working as
designed. A single faA experiment will have only a
single subtracted spectrum range.

auring any looped or combined
experimentsI a dual subtracted jpLjp
spectrum is shown in the meak oeview
pane. Ejn-NUQUF

then an existing Automeak method is used to process
data with the option to create a model using the
currently selected sampleI the oesults qable opens
correctly. eoweverI incompatible components are
shown with a red exclamation mark in the embedded
method. rsers can remove the incompatible
components from the method or they can modify the
fragment mass retention time or experiment index to
avoid this behavior.

fncompatible components in the
embedded Automeak method are not
handled correctly. Ejn-NUTPF

ff an existing pummation algorithm method is used
and if the method is not completely compatible with
the dataI then the software will stop responding. ff this
issue occursI then edit the method to remove the
incompatible components.

qhe software stops responding when the
pummation algorithm method contains
incompatible components. Ejn-NUUUF

Creating the report can take some time. qhe
macactory progress windowI which is always shown
in the backgroundI shows that the mac creation is in
progress. rsers can minimize all of the windowsI
including pCfbu lpI to view the macactory progress
window.

qhe software seems unresponsive when
macactory is used to create a protected
mac report from a oesults qable that
contains more than ORMM rows using the
mositive eit template docx. Ejn-NUVSF

ff this issue occursI then click an index in the oesults
qable.

pome chromatograms are not shown
when the meak oeview pane is opened.
Ejn-OMTMF

ff this issue occursI then click anywhere on the screen
to refresh the panes.

After the Analytics workspace is closed by
clicking the blue u in the top right cornerI
the pamples pane and the Components
and droups pane are not refreshed when
the workspace and oesult qable are
opened again. Ejn-OMTQF
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qo avoid issuesI either manually select the fp kame
or paste the fp column separately.

qhe fp kame cannot be pasted in the
Components qable in the jethod bditor.
Ejn-ONVPF

rsers can customize the oesults qable view. fn an
open oesults qableI click jore > oesults qables >
aisplay settings and set the kumber cormat field
to a value that is less than NN. rsers will notice
differences in their results if the value is NN or higher.

Automeak results generated on different
computers that have different Cmr
architectures show a difference at the
eleventh digit. Ejn-OPNSF

ff the system stops responding while acquiring and
processing data on the same computerI then delete
the yrpdateyiocalyqemp file located on the C drive.

ff the user processes data while the
system acquires dataI then large temp
files might be created that impact system
performance. Ejn-OPUOF

ff the user moves a qsession file to another folderI
and then opens and closes the oesults qable without
making any changesI the software prompts the user
to save the changes. rsers can select either pave or
Cancel. aata analysis is not affected.

qhe user is prompted to save changes to
the oesults qable even if no changes were
made. Ejn-OQMMF

qo avoid any issuesI users must open methods
created in earlier versions of pCfbu lp and correct
any errors. ff errors are not correctedI then processing
time might be impacted.

rsers are able to process and create
oesults qable with an invalid method.
Ejn-OQPNF

nN data from pCfbu uRMM nqlc systems cannot be
processed in the Analytics workspace.

qhe software cannot perform quantitative
and qualitative processing of data from
nN scans for pCfbu uRMM nqlc systems.
Ejn-OTVMF

then entering compounds that have higher-order
most abundant isotopesI specify the most abundant
isotope in the formula to calculate the proper mass.
cor exampleI for tinI use NOMpn and then the number
of pn atoms in your formula. qhis will produce the
correct mass.

Analytics defaults to the first isotope when
calculating a formula. cor some
compoundsI such as pn EtinFI this is not
the most abundant isotope. Ejn-QPNTF

ao not use the Automeak integration algorithm for rsL
aAaLAaC data that has poor peak shape.

then the Automeak integration algorithm
is used on rsI aAaI or AaC dataI the
model can take a very long time to build
before processing. Ejn-QQONF

ff the qext cilters are selected before the cilter _y
clagI then the cilter _y clag filter is not applied
correctly. Always select the cilter _y clag filter first.

ciltering is incorrectly applied. qhe
appropriate rows are not shown.
Ejn-QUOPF
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Close the oesults qable and then open it again.qhe oesults qable pane becomes
read-only after the embedded processing
method is edited. Ejn-RMUOF

qype the values into the grid.An error occurs when the user attempts
to copy values into the rpper limit column
of the Concentration Acceptance or salues
per component type tables in the clagging
oules. Ejn-RRVVF

ff the meak oeview pane is open in the Analytics
workspace and the user leaves and then returns to
the Analytics workspaceI the copy and paste
functionality in the ptatistics pane does not work.
Close pCfbu lp and open it again.

Cut and paste functionality does not work
in the ptatistics pane. Ejn-SPOPF
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bxplorer torkspace fssues
kotesfssue

ff this issue occursI then do one of the followingW
• denerate the utC first and then generate the aAa

contour panel.

• tait until the contour panel has finished updating
before generating the utC.

pCfbu lp stops responding or generates
an error when the user tries to
simultaneously generate a aAa contour
plot and utC in a faAHaAa datafile. qhis
issue only occurs when the user has
started to generate a aAa contour panel
and while it is updating in the backgroundI
the user accesses a utC at the same
time. E_iq-QVUF

qo avoid this issueI do the followingW

• denerate ufCs for the required experiment by
clicking cile > phow ufC

• denerate the ufCL_mC post-acquisition.

• Close the ufC pane and reopen it.

qhe following issues can occur when the
user explores data during acquisitionW
• oeal time data does not match the

post-acquisition data if the ufCs and
_mCs for scheduled scans are
generated before the scheduled time.
Eap-VMPL ap-NMVOF

• ff the user toggles between jp
experiments using jove to next or
jove to previous in the bxplorer
workspace to show an extracted ion
chromatogram EufCF or base peak
chromatogram E_mCF generated in real
timeI then only one point is shown in
the ufCL_mC pane.
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ff this issue starts to occurI then wait for the acquisition
to complete before exploring the data.

rpdates to the real time data spectra
shown in the jp and aAa tabs in the aata
Acquisition panel might be slower than in
the bxplorer workspace. Eap-VPQF

A mismatch in the real time graph in the
jp and aAa aata Acquisition panels and
in the bxplorer workspace occurs when
the iC method duration is longer than the
jp method. fn this scenarioI both the jp
and aAa aata Acquisition panels stop
updating at the end of jp method
durationI even though the rsI aAaI or
AaC channel continues to update in real
time in the bxplorer workspace until the
end of the iC method acquisition time.
Eap-UROF

qhe w-axis Eaetector soltageF is labeled incorrectly.
qo avoid any issueI use the aetector lptimization
oeport or the aata Acquisition panel to inspect the
data acquired during the detector optimization process.

aetector optimization data is not shown
correctly in the bxplorer workspace.
Eap-NMQQF

ao not view data for an acquisition method that
contains ramped parameters until after acquisition is
completed.

ff data from an acquisition method with
ramped parameters is viewed during
acquisitionI then the data does not updateI
and the resulting spectrum is incorrect.
Eap-NVRVF

Click lh to acknowledge the message. qhe sample
can be processed as normal.

fntermittentlyI the messageI ?qhis sample
is corrupted? is shown the first time a
sample is acquired in the jp jethod
workspaceI or when a newly-acquired
sample is opened in the bxplorer
workspace. Eap-OOUNF
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An error message is shown when a user does the
followingW
N. lpen two files in separate panes in the bxplorer

workspace and then generate an ufC graph for
each file.

O. Combine the ufC graphs in a single pane.

P. fn the ufC paneI highlight a region and then
double-click to generate a spectrum.

Q. fn the mrocess All lverlays\ dialog that opensI
click All lverlaid and then click lh.
qhe error message ?fncorrect Argument - invalid
cycle range? is shown instead of the spectrum.

qo avoid any issuesI select a narrower region where
the graphs are overlapped.

qhe user is unable to generate a spectrum
from a highlighted region in the ufC.
Elkvu-NUUOF

ff this issue occursI then wait for the software to finish
processing in the bxplorer workspace or avoid
processing a large amount of data during data
acquisition.

then a user processes large amounts of
data or multiple data files in the bxplorer
workspaceI the user interface might stop
responding and there could be delay
before the sample queue moves to the
next sample. Elkvu-OMQTLap-NSUUF

qhe value shown is correct because it represents the
centroid value of the peak. Click cill meaks to open
a better view of the peak. qhe peak label is placed on
the highest point of the peak in questionI regardless
of its position. qhereforeI the label might seem to be
in the incorrect positionI but the value is correct.

ff this issue occursI then wait for the acquisition to
complete before exploring the data.

qhe number label in an ufC trace is
misleading in the bxplorer workspace.
Ems-NMMVF
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ff this issue occursI then follow these stepsW
N. Click cile > lpen pamples.

O. pelect a sample and then click lh.

P. ff promptedI select As a standard qfC and then
click lh.
qhe qfC for the selected sample opens.

An error message is shown when the user
tries to open a total ion chromatogram
EqfCF by clicking phow > qotal fon
Chromatogram and then selecting meriod
N. Ems-NPOVF

qhis issue does not affect the workflow.pample information for faA experiments
is not shown when the users opens a
Scheduled jojqj data fileI selects and
loads a sampleI and then clicks phow
pample fnformation. Ems-NPPMF

jp qune torkspace fssues
kotesfssue

auring manual tuning the optimized parameter value
is not saved. qo avoid any issuesI complete all of the
tuning steps when in manual tuning mode.

auring manual tuningI the optimized
parameter value is not saved to instrument
definition file after the user clicks pave
pettings. EACn-ORNVF

qo avoid issuesI do not restore instrument settings at
these times.

qhe user is able to restore instrument
settings when an acquisition method is
openI when samples are waiting in the
queueI and during acquisition. EACn-POTQF

qo avoid this issueI set the start and stop masses to
cover the nN center mass range.

then the nN center mass is selectedI the
mass range of the real-time spectrum is
not updated correctly. Eap-VNRF
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oeporter fssues
kotesfssue

qhis error occurs because the
qemplateContentControljanager is not installed.
collow these stepsW
N. kavigate to CWLmrogram cilesLA_ pciexL

oeporterlfficeAddinsL
qemplateContentControljanager.

O. aouble-click
qemplateContentControljanagerKvsto.

P. ff the qemplateContentControljanager is installedI
then click Close. ltherwiseI click fnstall and then
follow the onscreen instructions.

A jicrosoft lffice aocument
Customization error occurs when the user
tries to edit a report template.

poftware fnstallation and Activation fssues
kotesfssue

qo verify that the correct version of the software has
been installedI open pCfbu lp and click
Configuration > About.

fn the petup tizard and the tindows
mrograms and ceatures control panelI the
software version number is incorrectly
shown as N.S instead of N.S.NM.

ptop acquisition of the samplesI delete any waiting
samplesI and then remove the software.

pCfbu lp can be uninstalled while a
sample is waiting or being acquired in the
nueue workspace. E_iq-NOQNF

Contact sciex.comLrequest-support. lnly
Administrators should install or remove the software.

pCfbu lp might fail to install if an
incorrect user account is used. E_iq-PQMF

ff two instances of the pCfbu lp fnstallation tizard
are openedI and the user attempts to proceed with
the installation from the second instanceI regardless
of whether the first instance is closedI then the
installation fails. qo avoid this issueI open only a single
instance of the fnstallation tizard and then proceed
with the installation.

pCfbu lp fails to install if more than one
instance of the fnstallation tizard is open.
E_iq-PQNF
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Close and then open pCfbu lpI and then start
Chemppider again.

ff the Chemppider license has expiredI
and the user installs a new licenseI when
the user attempts to start a Chemppider
sessionI a message is shown warning that
Chemppider is not licensed. E_iq-VURF

ff pCfbu lp cannot be uninstalledI then make sure
that jicrosoft .kbq O.M is activated. oefer to the
jicrosoft eelp for detailed instructions. qhen try again.

pCfbu lp cannot be uninstalled.
E_iq-NMOQF

Change the computer name.pCfbu lp installation fails if the computer
name is the same as the user name.
E_iq-NNQOF
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ff a user tries to remove pCfbu lp N.P or later using
petup.exeI the entry from tindows mrograms and
ceatures for pCfbu lp is removed. eoweverI the
program remains and can still be opened. qo remove
pCfbu lpI run petup.exe from the pCfbu lp folder
and then follow the on-screen instructions to install
the software. qhis process will add the entry for pCfbu
lp back to the tindows mrograms and ceatures list.
rse the mrograms and ceatures list to remove pCfbu
lp N.P or later.

pCfbu lp N.P or later is not removed
when a user tries to remove it using
petup.exe. Elkvu-ONOQF

ff this issue occursI thenW
N. oemove iibrarysiewqj poftwareI if installed.

O. oemove the iibrarysiewqj crameworkI if installed.

P. oemove all of the jicrosoft pni perver OMMU
components.

Q. phut down and then start the computer again.

R. fnstall pCfbu lp.

ff the installation issue persistsI it might be necessary
to remove the iibrarysiew.mdf and the
iibrarysiew_log.mdf files from the CWymrogram
cilesyjicrosoft pni
pervieryjppniNM_RM.pnibumobpp yjppniyaAqA
folder.

koteW _ecause the libraries are stored in the mdf
filesI any existing libraries will be removed if these
files are deleted and will have to be installed again.

lccasionallyI pCfbu lp might fail to
install because of an issue with pni
server or because of an issue with the
iibrarysiewqj cramework. Elkvu-OVUTF

fnstrument pettings Converter fssues
aescriptionfssue

_efore opening the fnstrument pettings ConverterI
stop the queue in the Analyst® poftwareI and then
close the software.

qhe fnstrument pettings Converter does
not detect that the Analyst® poftware is
busy. qhis issue occurs if the activity was
started before the fnstrument pettings
Converter was opened. Elkvu-TRTMF
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Contact rs

Customer qraining
• fn korth AmericaW kA.Customerqraining@sciex.com

• fn buropeW burope.Customerqraining@sciex.com

• lutside the br and korth AmericaI visit sciex.comLeducation for contact information.

lnline iearning Center
• pCfbu rniversityqj

pCfbu pupport
pCfbu and its representatives maintain a staff of fully-trained service and technical specialists
located throughout the world. qhey can answer questions about the system or any technical issues
that might arise. cor more informationI visit the pCfbu website at sciex.com or contact us in one
of the following waysW

• sciex.comLcontact-us

• sciex.comLrequest-support

Cyberpecurity
cor the latest guidance on cybersecurity for pCfbu productsI visit sciex.comLproductsecurity.

aocumentation
qhis version of the document supercedes all previous versions of this document.

qo view this document electronicallyI Adobe Acrobat oeader is required. qo download the latest
versionI go to httpsWLLget.adobe.comLreader.

qo find software product documentationI refer to the release notes or software installation guide
that comes with the software.

qo find hardware product documentationI refer to the Customer oeference asa that comes with
the system or component.
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qhe latest versions of the documentation are available on the pCfbu websiteI at
sciex.comLcustomer-documents.

koteW qo request a freeI printed version of this documentI contact sciex.comLcontact-us.
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qhis document is provided to customers who have purchased pCfbu equipment to use in the operation of
such pCfbu equipment. qhis document is copyright protected and any reproduction of this document or any
part of this document is strictly prohibitedI except as pCfbu may authorize in writing.

poftware that may be described in this document is furnished under a license agreement. ft is against the
law to copyI modifyI or distribute the software on any mediumI except as specifically allowed in the license
agreement. curthermoreI the license agreement may prohibit the software from being disassembledI reverse
engineeredI or decompiled for any purpose. tarranties are as stated therein.

mortions of this document may make reference to other manufacturers andLor their productsI which may
contain parts whose names are registered as trademarks andLor function as trademarks of their respective
owners. Any such use is intended only to designate those manufacturersD products as supplied by pCfbu
for incorporation into its equipment and does not imply any right andLor license to use or permit others to
use such manufacturersD andLor their product names as trademarks.

pCfbu warranties are limited to those express warranties provided at the time of sale or license of its products
and are the sole and exclusive representationsI warrantiesI and obligations of pCfbu. pCfbu makes no
other warranty of any kind whatsoeverI expressed or impliedI including without limitationI warranties of
merchantability or fitness for a particular purposeI whether arising from a statute or otherwise in law or from
a course of dealing or usage of tradeI all of which are expressly disclaimedI and assumes no responsibility
or contingent liabilityI including indirect or consequential damagesI for any use by the purchaser or for any
adverse circumstances arising therefrom.
Edbk-fas-MV-NMUNS-_F

cor oesearch rse lnly. kot for use in aiagnostic mrocedures.
qrademarks andLor registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of A_ pciex mte. itd.I or their
respective ownersI in the rnited ptates andLor certain other countries.

A_ pCfbu™ is being used under license.
© OMOM ae qech. aev. mte. itd.

A_ pciex mte. itd.
_lkPPI @MQ-MS jarsiling fndustrial bstate ooad P
toodlands Central fndustrial bstateI pingapore TPVORS
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